
CREATIVE TEMPORARY STRUCTURES







What is it ?

How Big is it ?

The EventStationHP is available 
in 3 diameters
   

   6m -  holds

   

   8m -  holds

 

 11m -  holds 

10-12

20-25

35-40

For further information on this product and accessories please visit
www.eventstationhp.co.uk

Base Plate System/Ballast
Lighting Systems
Multimedia QT Frameworks

Flooring Systems
Desk & Bespoke Internals
Shark Fins

DoNuts Table-Seating
Sticks
Audio-Visual *see accessories sheet

What can I add to it ?

Connection Tunnel
e:Pod

HP

The introduction of a high pressure 
inflated legunit on the EventStation 
HP now increases the operational 
performance to sustain loads of 
45mph (72km/h) for public use (in 
conjunction with the Base Plate 
System). This means the design is 
more suited to windy locations such 
as beaches, mountains and 
exposed grass field sites and can 
be installed with confidence 365 
days a year. Not only does the high 
pressure legunit provide an 
increase in load capabilities but 
also in the nature of the fan 
specification minimize any noise 
created by air flow and motors.

8m EventStationHP

6 8 11













The FUSE-HAUS is a fusion of
three hemispherical sections
fused to a central hub atrium.
The design has derived from
the existing EventHaus Dome
and EventHaus Plus. With the
introduction of the revolution-
ary high pressure (HP)
internal arch system (16m
20m 30m span only), the
system ensures operational
wind load performance
optimization. The modular
design also enables you to
create a smaller dome
(EventHaus) from the main
FUSE-HAUS, 2 structures in
1. For example the 20x20m
FUSE-HAUS can also create
a 13m EventHaus Dome.

Fuse-Haus 

Fuse-Haus 

The Fuse-Haus is available
in 5 sizes
   

       

           10x10m
                   (or 6m EventHaus)

     
12x12m

  (or 8m EventHaus)

16x16m
  (or 10m EventHaus)

20x20m
  (or 13m EventHaus)

30x30m
  (or 13m EventHaus

or 13x18m EventHaus Plus
or 13x23m EventHaus Plus

or 20m FUSE-HAUS)
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www.fusehaus.co.uk 
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What is it ? DoNuts 

DoNuts is a unique
table-seating
combination by Extremis.
The inflatable seat
carries a composite
table top allowing up to
6 people to join the table
at any one time. The top
provides the perfect
surface to apply a logo
or message. Available
now to hire or purchase
in the UK along with
your Baconinflate
structure.

Why not add an 11m EventStation®!
The entire Baconinflate range of structures provide the perfect compliment to the unique and practical DoNuts!

What can I add to it ?

How Big is it ?

The DoNuts seating ring
measures 1.9m in
diameter, and the table-
top stands 0.8m high.
It can seat 6 people in
comfort, either facing
outwards or towards 
each other.

       seats - 6 
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www.donuts-seating.com
For further information on this product and accessories please visit 
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